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One Hundred Hostels – up and
running taking care of 3,500
children
Within barely 13 years establishing 100 hostels (called Free Students
Home - FSH), where 3,500 children – either orphans or coming of
families with very limited means – getting food, lodging and model
education is no mean achievement of AIM for SEVA.

It will be all pomp and show when the hundredth hostel, donated by
a philanthropist from Toronto, is formally inaugurated sometime this
year in Lucknow. But it has already been completed, it’s up and running
taking care of 50 kids who resides in this hostel, says Dr. Terry Papneja,
chair of the Toronto Chapter of AIM for SEVA.
He’s optimistic that aspirations of Swami Dayananda Saraswati, founder
of the AIM for SEVA, to have at least one hostel in each of 640 districts
of India that will house 320,000 young boys and girls, all of them would
be studying in schools, would ultimately be realized. Of course, it won’t
happen tomorrow.
Hundredth hostel is a significant number for volunteers like Dr. Papneja,
as it is their first milestone: “We want to brag about it,” he says.
That was widely indicative when the organization, at their recent meeting
in Chennai, released stone plaque as a token of inauguration.

It was inaugurated by M.M. Murugappan, Chairman of Carborundum
Universal and Tube Investments of India Ltd.
“What is impressive about the organization is the impact that it has
made in some of the most remote regions of India – it has impacted
nearly 20 million lives,” he said.
“I visualize the All India Movement for Seva as a huge tree, whose
branches, like our banyan (tree) is spread all through the country.
A hundred chatralayas covering so many states can be a proud
achievement of any Indian,” Swami Dayanand Saraswati said in his

message when the announcement
for the hundredth hostel was made.
Interestingly, hundredth FSH also
marked by the release of a special
postal cover by Chief Postmaster
General (Tamil Nadu Circle), Indu
Gupta.
“Our students receive value based
education and it is this value that
helps our students to become responsible citizens,” said Sheela Balaji,
Managing Trustee and Secretary of AIM for SEVA.

Of the 100 Hostels, 21 have been donated through the
Toronto Chapter, by far the largest globally.
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Stories from some model free
student home
One such story emerges from Rayadurgam in Andhra Pradesh which
has become a symbol of the impossible – the triumph of seva over
generations of ignorance. This FSH, started in 2009, is headed by
Swamini Sidhatmananda Saraswati.
Many of the students here come from single parent, invariably mother.
Alcoholism is rampant there and boys have no role models to look up to.
Some children are pig bearers whose idea of cleanliness is a bath once a
week. Many of them drop out of schools very early. One boy finished his
9th grade and was qualified to go to the next grade but his father said
NO.
These kids at this home have varied ambitions of one day becoming
doctors, teachers, policemen, etc.

Success of two other AIM students
from Kareli hostel (in Madhya
Pradesh)
Here’s an interesting story of Kareli Hostel which was donated by grand
children of Mrs. Krishna Rani Papneja.
Two interesting stories have emerged from there that should be envy
of other kids:
Raju Singh Dhurve is a tribal student at this
home. He comes from a remote village in
Dindori District of Madhya Pradesh. He has
been in the home since 2009. He’s recipient
of the Madhya Pradesh Governor’s award,
presented to him on Jan. 26, 2014, for his
brilliant success in high school. He topped
15,000 students from Narasingpur District in
10th Board Examination in St. Category. He
received INR 5,000 prize award from Science
and Technology Department of India, for his merit Position in a test of
Science Quiz in the district.

“When I got admission in AIM for SEVA Chhatralaya Dindori, that time I
didn’t know whether I will be able to continue here and do my studies,
because my parents do not have any kind of educational background
and there’s no relative who may have studied even up to the 5th grade.
I also didn’t get any support from primary school teachers. They were
not even coming to school regularly. But after coming to AIM fore SEVA
I got full encouragement from our Swamiji, brother Mohan Bhaisabji and
other staff members,” says Raju.
He wants to become software engineer and help the country. Raju also
wants to volunteer with AIM for SEVA. After he finishes his education, he
wants to become a pilot.
The other story is of Dasharath Jatav who’s also in District Narsinghpur
Student Home. He was very upset with his parents after he came to the
students Hostel. He was shy and was not
talking with other boys in the students home.
After sometime, however, he started his
studies sincerely and in 6th class, he got 75%
marks. Since then he has been getting first
position in his class. Last year in the 10th Board
examination, Dasharath got 85%.
Here’s more recognition for him: He stood first
in general knowledge among 700 students.
He was awarded by Mitra Milan Sanshita, with certificate I 2 and present
Rs. 1,000 with a certificate In 2010 and this year also, Dasharath won a
shield on Jan. 23, 2014. And Rs. 2001 with prize excellence certificate
in a competition in speaking from a platform on a subject titled “Our
representatives and moral values”.

Here are two more stories as related by the students themselves.
These have been translated from Hindi to English and have also
been slightly condensed and edited:

How I came to AIM for SEVA
Raman Kumar, 11 years old
I come from Lakhimpur village. I could not attend the village school
because my father had no money. But I always wanted to study. One day
God heard my prayers. We were told that a Swami was coming to meet
children and their parents. The meeting was arranged in the house of
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the land owner where my parents worked as
laborers.
First Mataji called all the children and told
them about AIM for SEVA, where children
could stay and study free of charge. Of the
thirty children present, nine were selected. I
was lucky to be one of them. We all came to Lucknow. We met children
from Bihar, Allahabad, Sitapur, Mirzapur and Nepal. We were thirty in all.
We were all put in the same school. So we went together to school. Our
Principal took special care of us. She calls us Ashram children.
I feel at home in the Ashram. AIM has made my dream come true. I have
been promoted to grade six.
Mataji always tells us that AIMs is able to do all this because many kind
people are sending donations. I thank you with my heart. Now when I
go back for summer vacation I shall share what I have learnt with some
children of my village.

Yash Bajpai, 9 years old
I was born in Kanpur. I was very small when my mother passed away. My
grandmother and father looked after me. My father was an auto rickshaw
driver. He loved me very much. But one day,
when I was eight, he too passed away.
My aunt brought me to Lucknow from Kanpur.
She is very loving. She was already taking
care of my elder sister right after my mother’s
death. She put me into an English medium
school. My aunt found it difficult to take care of two of us along with her
five children. She was trying to find a place for me. She came to know of
AIM for SEVA. We met Mataji in the Chatralaya. Mataji said I could stay if
I liked. I stayed there for over a month. I was very happy as there were a
lot of boys.
Mataji says I am very intelligent. I have a good IQ. Also I am good in
English. So she wants me to continue in English Medium. As we do not
have a good English Medium near our FSH, she is going to transfer me
to AIMs Rohtak from July next. Then during summer I can meet Mataji
and stay here for some time during vacation.
AIMs is my new home. I love you all.

Young Professionals for
AIM for SEVA
For lobbying, for fund raising and for successfully organizing events,
support of young professionals is significant. That realization has
dawned on leadership of AIM for SEVA. The result is launch of the Young
Professional wing of AIM for SEVA.
At their commencement meeting in Toronto on April 27, 26 young
professionals were present. Their number is surely going to grow when
they find there’s some value to their time.

They selected Dr. Purti Papneja and Pankaj Bajaj as
their co-chairs.
AIM for SEVA provides education for young children from the poorest of
poor families in remote parts of India, Terry Papneja said at the inaugural
meeting of Young Professions.
The Young professionals worked in small groups to brainstorm ideas on
what role they will play in the organization and how will they contribute
individually and as a group.
One of the significant parts of their meeting was that each participant
agreed to recruit 5 persons. They also agreed to organize a marathon to
increase awareness and raise funds for the organization.

There are 26 volunteers members of the Young
Professionals for AIM for SEVA
Akshay Anand
Anjali Papneja
Ganesh Subramanian
Justin Chopra
Mehul Panchmatia
Mona Kapoor
Neeraj Vashist
Netee Papneja
Pankaj Bajaj

Pooja Kapoor
Purti Papneja
Rachit Chakerwarti
Rachna Goel
Rahul Menon
Raj Lakhani
Reecha Sharma
Sangeeta Bajaj
Sanjeev Goel

Shaleen Jain
Sujata Vashist
Sunil Kaushal
Swati Khanna
Tripti Papneja
Vik Jain
Vikram Luthra
Vinay Verma
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AIM for SEVA is pleased to welcome these young professionals,
representing the future ”of the organization as they will provide
their valuable time and resources to help poor families by providing
education to their children.”
There’s already Global Young Leadership Program which is designed to
help young adults become leaders of tomorrow and become significant
contributors to the society.
It also helps them understand and appreciate the roots of India and how
privileged they are living in North America.

Corporate Engagement Group of
AIM for SEVA
While we talk of the Young Professionals, there’s also a group of
experienced professionals from investment and finance industry part
of the organization’s ‘Corporate Engagement Group’ and they are
invaluable as they take the AIM for SEVA’s message to their varied
contacts across several leaders in their respective industries.
On top and importantly they strive to get corporate sponsorships for
the annual AIM for SEVA galas. The next Gala, which will be their 13th,
for larger information, is scheduled for Sunday, Sept. 14, 2014, at the
Pearson Convention Centre in Mississauga.
You can reach out to these leaders of the Corporate Engagement Group
for any support that any one may require to help sponsorship:
Anil Chawla
Rajiv Bahl
Anoop Jairath
Asha Luthra
Dr. Terry Papneja
The organization is looking for some more members and your
suggestions are welcome. So, please feel free to reach out these leaders.

“People to Care for People” is the
slogan of AIM for SEVA.
Child sponsorship is a relationship between you (the donor) and the
child who would otherwise have no hope of getting out of the vicious
cycle of poverty. Instead of beginning to survive, these children from
the most humble backgrounds want to grow to become productive
members of the society and live in dignity, help their respective families
do likewise.
Your donation of just $500 can sustain this child for one year that would
include his education, food, clothing, etc.
What’s $500 – just a cup of coffee a day. Is there anyone who can’t afford
to drink one of coffee less per day and help with that saving this child\
for the rest of his life.
The donor is expected to make this annual commitment of $500 for 10
years. This is to ensure the child, the donor sponsors, finishes his/her
high school.
Volunteers of AIM for SEVA, therefore, carry this message, so also you
– anybody with interest in the society – that your sponsorship enables
the child to study and grow in the supportive, caring environment of an
AIM for SEVA Students Home where the child receives free residential
accommodation, food, medical care, education, tuition, value based
character training programs, vocational training and extra-curricular
activities like handicrafts, music and dance.
Here are details for the donors
Donation of an education hostel			
$125,000
The hostel accommodates 50 children. It can be located anywhere as
per the choice of the donor. The donor will receive regular reports on the
progress of the building construction, etc.
Twenty children scholarships for 10 years		

$100,000

Ten children scholarships for 10 years			

$50,000

Five children scholarships for 10 years			

$25,000

Invest and educate endowment for one child		

$10,000
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During his speech at the annual Galas,
Dr. Papneja lays emphasis Firstly, on the fact that AIM for SEVA enables the education of
rural children through an innovative concept of Free Student
Home, where rural children, children who come of very
humble economic backgrounds, are given access to school, in
addition to nutritious food, spacious accommodation, extracurricular activities and much more, all for free.

Secondly, he assures donors that every penny of your
donation, goes for the cause for which you open your purse.
Not a single penny is utilized for local administrative and
other expenses. These are taken care of by local organizers
and volunteers. They get sponsorships, and also put their
hands in their pockets, may be in the deep pockets of their
friends, neighbors, colleagues at work, to pay for the local
expenses, including all expenses on the Gala.
“In our culture, we look upon anything worthwhile to pursue
in one’s life as ‘Lakshmi’. If you want to earn
money, you are working for Dhanalakshmi. If
you want to have good children, then you are
working for Santhanalakshmi. If this is what
we all pursue, this one thing, that is Lakshmi….
Then the other lady, Goddess Saraswati,
should be very jealous of this Lakshmi. But, she doesn’t look
to be one. How come? Because she knows that all these
Lakshmis are useless if she, Saraswati, is not there. All these
pursuits would be meaningful only when you have a general
educated infrastructure called the educated mind.”
Swami Dayananda Saraswati

Event Sponsorship & Advertisement
in Commemorative Booklet
Forthcoming Gala
Sunday, Sept. 14, 2014
Pearson Convention Centre, 2638 Steeles Av. East,
Mississauga, ON L6T 4L5

Event Sponsor
Platinum Sponsor $20,000.
Silver Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

$10,000.

$4,000.

Advertisement
Back Cover
Inside Front Cover

$3,000.
$2,500.

Inside Back Cover $2,500.
Full Page
$2,000.

Half Page

$1,000.

Quarter Page

$500.

AIM for SEVA

Home Away from Home to Educate and Empower Rural & Tribal Children

Children sponsored by Toronto Chapter: 723
Toronto highest donor in the world
with $3-million raised so far and this number
keeps on growing.
For Corporate Sponsorship
Anil Chawla • (416) 643-8006 • anil.chawla@aimforseva.ca
Rajiv Bahl • (416) 843-1774 • rajiv.bahl@sympatico.ca
Dr.Terry Papneja • (905) 271-3585 • papneja@rogers.com

For Donations please contact your AIM for SEVA volunteers or
Naren Pattani • (905) 845-8316 • naren.pattani@aimforseva.ca
Arun Luthra • (905) 886-9269 • ritmor@rogers.com
Dr.Terry Papneja • (905) 271-3585 • papneja@rogers.com
Neelam Kapoor • (905) 737-9462 • vaigyanics@yahoo.com
Anil Kotecha • (905) 839-3810

For Booklet Advertising

Ritu Jain • (416) 278-2307 • ritu627@yahoo.ca

For Young Professionals for AIM for SEVA

Pankaj Bajaj • (416) 625-3300 • bajajpj@gmail.com
Dr. Purti Papneja • (647) 291-6343 • purti_p@hotmail.com

All donations are tax deductible. Cheques payable to AIM for SEVA.

Mail cheques to: Arun Luthra, AIM for SEVA
34 Lisa Crescent, Richmond Hill, ON L4B 3A4.
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